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TALKING GPS LOCATING SYSTEM

Guy R. Buchwitz

ABSTRACT

The Talking GPS Locating System (TGLS) was developed to facilitate recovery of
airborne targets by vocalizing and transmitting their Global Positioning System (GPS)
coordinates to surface recovery teams following target splashdown. The airborne
portion of the TGLS includes an off-the-shelf five-channel GPS receiver board, a GPS
antenna, a microcontroller board with voice sample/playback circuitry, and a
transmitter with antenna. Also part of the TGLS is a Record/Test Unit (RTU) which is
used for pre-launch voice recording and ground tests. Upon splashdown, the TGLS is
energized, the GPS receiver is initialized, and an optional homing tone burst --
periodically interrupted by a voice message relaying target and GPS receiver status --
is transmitted. Once the receiver has output valid longitude and latitude information to
the microcontroller, this position is vocalized as the GPS status portion of the
broadcast message. Just one intelligible reception of this message by any inexpensive,
properly-tuned voice receiver will allow recovery teams to vector to within 25 to 100
meters of the target regardless of weather conditions or the time of day.
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INTRODUCTION

As a practical matter, the task of recovering spent airborne targets following
splashdown at sea can be complicated by a number of factors. Poor weather and
operational contingencies often necessitate visual sighting under conditions of limited
visibility or at night. Ocean currents can cause targets to drift significantly from their
last reported radar position. Locating a target by homing beacon requires fairly
continuous tracking with a directional antenna, a matching receiver, and the skills of
an experienced operator. Targets damaged during an operation often take on water
which eventually undermines their floatation capacity and makes minimizing recovery
time all the more desirable.



An initial concept for a system which would periodically transmit target GPS
receiver-acquired latitude and longitude coordinates in Morse Code was soon set aside
in favor of a more user-friendly approach in which synthesized or sampled human
speech would convey target position. A proof-of-concept model was developed and
demonstrated by vocalizing the latitude and longitude of the demonstration site and
comparing these coordinates with a precise map of the area. A brick-sized prototype
has been developed and bench tested for the BQM-34S target. Completion of
integration, and operational testing of the prototype with the BQM-34S is contingent
upon renewal of development funds. A description of this prototype follows.

SYSTEM  OPERATION

The airborne portion of the TGLS includes an off-the-shelf five-channel GPS receiver
board, GPS antenna, a microcontroller board with voice record/playback circuitry, and
a transmitter with antenna. Also part of the TGLS is a Record/Test Unit (RTU) which
is used to initially record fixed phrases and an optional user-defined message and to
test the system before launch.

Prior to installation or launch, the airborne unit (AU) is connected to the RTU from
which it receives +28 Vdc power, command discretes, and predefined and user-
defined voice signals via a microphone mounted in the RTU. Following power up or
reset, if the microcontroller detects that a target identification Binary Coded Decimal
(BCD) switch is set to the “0” position, it enters a mode in which the operator records
a predefined list of words and tones. These sounds are sampled using a pair of
integrated circuits which employ EEPROM technology to achieve 1 sample-per-cell
storage density without using an analog-to-digital converter. No memory backup
battery is required. Proper AU operation is verified by monitoring the transmitter
modulation input, by monitoring playback of the AU’s pre-recorded messages via the
RTU’s audio speaker, and by observing the RTU’s status LED. The microcontroller
lights the status LED during active recording, between recordings (providing
recording cues which verify that the operator and microcontroller are in sync with the
predefined “sound byte” list), during playback, and when the GPS receiver outputs
position information (a brief flash indicates a receiver message with no position
information, and a longer flash indicates that the receiver messages include position
data).

Upon splashdown, a saltwater-activated switch latches +28 Vdc power to the AU.
This supply voltage is subsequently converted to +12 Vdc (required by the GPS
receiver and a 1 kHz homing tone oscillator) and +5 Vdc (required by all other
electronics). Upon power-up, the microcontroller uploads an initialization command
which specifies the desired format and content of the receiver’s position and Universal



Time Code output messages to the GPS receiver. If no almanac data has been
preloaded and maintained via an optional memory backup battery, the GPS receiver
powers up in “Search The Sky” mode during which a satellite is acquired, and
almanac and ephemeris data is downloaded (this typically takes 8 to 15 minutes if the
antenna has a good view of a GPS satellite). According to specifications, when
preloaded with almanac, date, time, initial position, and ephemeris data less than two
hours old, the prototype’s GPS receiver should compute a position fix within 30
seconds. This capability has not yet been tested.

Following initialization of the GPS receiver, the microcontroller gates +28 Vdc prime
power to the transmitter and causes the word “RESET” to be transmitted. Reception of
this word should occur only once and is the first indication to the target recovery
team(s) that the AU’s voice playback circuitry is operating properly.

While monitoring the GPS receiver for valid position data, the microcontroller gates a
1 kHz modulation tone burst to the transmitter. This broadcasts a homing tone to
recovery teams as a backup signal in case the GPS receiver or control circuitry fails. A
watch-dog timer resets the microcontroller should it “lock up” for any reason, and the
AU’s electronics are designed to default to this “homing mode” should problems arise
with the higher-level functions.

Once every two minutes the microcontroller selectively concatenates previously
recorded phrases to transmit the target’s identification number (“one” to “seven” are
transmitted according to a pre-set BCD switch on the microcontroller board), its GPS
coordinates (WGS-84 degrees, minutes, tenths and hundredths of minutes latitude and
longitude. The phrase “No GPS Position” is transmitted until a valid position fix has
been obtained), the status of two user-defined discrete signals (inputs “A” and “B” are
transmitted as being logic “one” or “zero”), and a user-defined message
(approximately five seconds long).

Assuming optional transducers and supporting interface circuitry have been installed
in the target to provide logic discretes to TGLS signal inputs “A” and “B”, a typical
message sounds something like this:

“(Alert tones) ...... TARGET ... ONE ... POSITION ...... THREE ... FOUR ...
DEGREES ... ONE ... THREE ... POINT ... TWO ... FOUR ... MINUTES ...
NORTH ... LATITUDE ...... ONE ... ONE ... NINER ... DEGREES ... ONE ...
ONE ... POINT ... ONE ... SIX ... MINUTES ... WEST ... LONGITUDE
.............. A IS ... ONE ...... B IS ... ZERO ............ BQM-34S”



Where: “A IS ONE” might indicate that the target is taking on water (i.e. “Get
me first!”).
“B IS ZERO” might indicate that the TGLS supply voltage is still
above some threshold.
“BQM-34S” is a user-defined message augmenting the initial “Target
one” identification.

Two TGLS operating modes are switch-selectable. When in “homing” mode, the
microcontroller maintains continuous prime power to the transmitter and modulates
the carrier with a periodic 1 kHz tone burst between vocalized target position
messages. When in “GPS Only” mode, the microcontroller conserves system power
by powering down all components except the receiver, and awaiting the next two-
minute broadcast cycle.

A mounting plate was fashioned to facilitate installation of the AU in an existing
BQM-34S instrumentation bracket. Initial plans to modify the BQM-34S homing
beacon to accommodate an external modulation source have been tentatively
abandoned in favor of using an off-the-shelf transmitter. Coaxial cables and a wiring
harness have been fashioned to interface the TGLS with target power and antenna
signals. A passive GPS antenna has been mounted near the transmitter antenna
towards the target’s tail where it will protrude well above the water line following
splashdown.

ONWARD

To date, integration of a bench-tested TGLS into a BQM-34S airborne target is on
hold pending renewal of development funds. Consequently, potentially deleterious
effects due to sea state (dynamically changing antenna aspect and saltwater spray or
wash over the antennas) following target splashdown have not been measured. Use of
an active GPS antenna to enhance reliability under these adverse conditions will be
studied. Software improvements are planned which will permit independent
synchronization of multiple TGLS-equipped vehicles to GPS Universal Time Code so
that position broadcasts cannot interfere with each other. Newer, smaller GPS
receivers and transmitters coupled with surface-mount, hybrid, or Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) technologies suggest the potential for much less intrusive
packaging. Several military and commercial applications for the TGLS as air crew
recovery or disaster beacon systems are being considered. Applications for U.S. Navy
patents have been filed.
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NOMENCLATURE

Almanac GPS data containing an approximate schedule of satellite locations and
their condition.

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

AU Airborne Unit

BCD Binary Coded Decimal

EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory

Ephemeris GPS data containing timing information used to compute exact satellite
position

GPS Global Positioning System

LED Light-Emitting Diode

RTU Record/Test Unit

TGLS Talking GPS Locating System

WGS-84 World Geodetic Survey - 1984 (Map Datum)


